
by Michael Palisano, 1L
Law Weekly

After all of the dust of election
season settled, the SBA held its first
meeting last Thursday, April 1 at 8
p.m. In sharp contrast to the embat-
tled elections, this meeting -- over-
seen by new SBA President Alaina
Dartt, 2L -- was filled with nothing
but consensus. 

Dartt began the proceedings by
congratulating the delegates on their
elections to the SBA. She then intro-
duced Katherine Hall and Elise
Perram of Student Affairs, who dis-
cussed the roles they play in associa-

by Kevin Mittler, 1L
Law Weekly

Overshadowed by the more
prominent school-wide elections, ten
members of the student body were
recently elected to positions of power
without the fanfare. The position of
Editor-in-Chief for each of the
Georgetown University Law Center
journals has turned over, and a new
crop of EICs are looking forward to a
year of hard work and grueling hours. 

The EICs began their tenure by
speaking to 1Ls in the Moot
Courtroom. Due to time constraints,
each EIC was only able to give a short
introduction to his or her journal. In
an attempt to get more information,
the Law Weekly asked the EICs for
some thoughts on becoming an
Editor-in-Chief, what they will bring
to the office, and what they hope to
accomplish in the next year.

"I'm excited. Very nervous, but

Staff Article
Law Weekly

A moot court team from
Georgetown University Law Center
has swept all awards at a national
space law competition hosted by the
Law Center and has earned a shot at
worldwide honors this fall. 

The Georgetown team took first
place at the North American Regional
Space Law Moot Court Competition,
held March 27. The event featured
competition from nine law schools
from across the country. This win
marks the third year in a row
Georgetown has won the North
American regional competition. The
regional event is part of the interna-
tional Manfred Lachs Moot Court
Competition. 

The team, composed of students
Melissa Beiting, 3L, and Matthew
Getz, 2L, also won the competition's
best brief award. In addition, Beiting
took home honors for best oral advo-
cate. Last year's team, composed of

Amanda Shafer, 3L, and recent alum-
nae Petra Vorwig, L'03, coached this
year's winning team. Adjunct
Professor Paul Larsen served as advis-
er. 

With the regional win,
Georgetown will represent North

America in the Manfred Lachs world
finals at the Space Congress in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Oct. 4 to
8. Georgetown, which finished second
at the world finals last year, will com-
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“Uninhibited, robust, and wide-open”

New SBA
officers
hold first
meeting

New  EICs
take on
journal
demands

by Avedis H. Seferian, 3L
Law Weekly

Last Wednesday, Dean Wally
Mlyniec led a small group of assorted
law school staff and students on a
tour of the construction site of the
forthcoming additions to the Law
Center's campus. The walkabout,
which lasted a little over an hour, pro-
vided the privileged participants with
an opportunity to see what awaits
those fortunate enough to be part of
the Law Center's immediate commu-
nity come this Fall.

Mlyniec -- whose involvement
with the Campus Completion Project,
and passion for the architectural and
historical aspects of the undertaking,
is well known to the school's popu-
lace through his periodic
Construction Update emails --
regaled the half dozen hard-hat wear-
ing wanderers with details about the
new buildings' architectural and
functional features. He began by
mentioning that even though the end
result of the construction will be the
Hotung International Law and the
Sports and Fitness Center, the two
are, in fact, one building for zoning
purposes. Any observer will note that
the two buildings are connected to
each other, and the Sports and Fitness
Center also connects to the Gewirz

Student Center. The gradation of the
land on which the new buildings are
being built made connecting them an
architectural challenge. In the end,
some creative work with ceiling
heights in the Hotung building made
the connecting section -- which links
up the second floor of the Sports and
Fitness Center with the first floor of
Hotung -- possible.

The new buildings embody a host
of creative design features which will
make them, when complete, as aes-

thetically pleasing as they will be
functionally effective. Those inside
either building will find themselves
almost always bathed in natural light,
with plenty of comfortable seating
areas to relax in, not to mention two
huge fireplaces to lounge by. And if
the fire isn't enough to warm a law
student, the bar might help; it'll serve
coffee and juice in the mornings, and
switch to alcohol in the evenings. The

See CONSTRUCTION, page 4

Photo by Kevin Mittler, 1L
Dean Mlyniec shows off one of the classrooms being built in the Hotung building.

Law Center expansion taking shape

Students win in recent competitions

Photo by Avedis H. Seferian, 3L
Time to get another shelf - Law Center students continue to bring home awards.

See SBA MEETING, page 3
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High Stakes Gambling
Do you have what it takes to win it

all?  The Players Club will be hosting
its first annual No Limit Texas Hold
‘Em Tournament Saturday, April 10 in
the cafeteria.  All members of the
GULC community are invited to come
and compete for the distinction of
being the top card player on campus.
Food, beer and non-alcoholic bever-
ages will be provided. The tournament
will start at 12 p.m. and continue until
one player has won it all.

         

Serving the Jewish Community
Have you enjoyed JLSA events

this year? Do you want to play a role in
coordinating Jewish life on campus
next year? 

JLSA is in the process of selecting a
board for 2004-05. This year's Board
has chosen Malka Resnicoff to be our
President. However, all other posi-
tions are now open. Please feel free to
contact any of us (including current
co-Presidents Simon Marciano (sm358)
and Adriana Kertzer (ak239)) with
questions. If you're interested in any of
our current positions or if you have an
idea for a new position to fill an unmet
need, please send an email (jlsa@bull-
dog.georgetown.edu) by Friday, April 9. 

         

Express Yourself
CAROLA, FLAG, Amnesty

International, and La Alianza invite
you to a lecture by Eduardo Bertoni,
the Special Rapporteur for Freedom of
Expression at the Organization of
American States.  Mr. Bertoni will
speak about "Freedom of Expression
and the Inter-American System on
Human Rights." He will also address
the possibility for student internships
in his office at the OAS.  We hope to
see you this Wed., April 7 at 3:30 p.m.
in room 588! 

         

Summer Clinics
Students who are interested in tak-

ing a clinical course during the
Summer 2004 term must submit their
applications in hard copy to the office
of the Assistant Dean for Clinical
Programs, Room 336, no later than 5:00
p.m. on Friday, April 16.  Applications
will be available beginning April 6 in
the Registrar's office, room 336, and on
the web (www.law.georgetown.edu/clin-
ics).

                  

Remembering Rwanda
On Wednesday, April 14th, from

4:15 to 5:45, Human Rights Watch and
the International Womens’ Human
Rights Clinic present a discussion on
the horrific experiences endured by
Rwandans in 1994, and compare them
to current situations in Africa.  All are
welcome.  

         

Attention Graduates
Upon leaving you may choose to

close your account by submitting the
"Request to Close GOCard Debit
Account" form which is available at
the GOCard office.  There is a $25.00
processing fee to close your account.
Balances under $25.00 will not be
refunded.  Please Note: If you do not
have a balance or your balance is less than
$25.00 you do not have to do anything.
GOCard Debit Accounts greater than
$25.00 that remain inactive for 18
months will be refunded automatically
less the processing fee.

If you have any questions or need
additional information please stop by
the GOCard office located in room 133
or call 662-9915.  

         

Sierra Leone Prosecutor to
Speak

David Crane, Prosecutor for the
Special Court for Sierra Leone,  will
make an appearance at the
Georgetown University Law Center on
Thursday, April 15, at 4:30 p.m. in the
Gerwirz Student Center, 12th Floor to
talk about the challenges he faces in a
talk entitled, “Dancing with the Devil:
Prosecuting West Africa’s Warlords.”

As of March 2004, eleven people
associated with all three of Sierra
Leone’s former warring factions stand
indicted by the Special Court. They are
charged with war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and other serious
violations of international humanitari-
an law. 

Crane’s speech is co-sponsored by
the Law Center’s International Law
Society, its Amnesty International
chapter and the Human Rights Forum.

         

Inaugural Baker & McKenzie
International Law Lecture
Georgetown University Law

Center and the law firm of Baker &
McKenzie are pleased to announce
their first ever International Law
Lecture series. The series is designed
to support an exchange of ideas on
topics of international law and policy,
and it serves as an important addition
to the Law Center’s growing interna-
tional and comparative law programs.
Professor Donald Langevoort and for-
mer Baker & McKenzie partner Daniel
Goelzer will give the first lecture,
which is entitled: “Applying United
States Securities Regulation Abroad”
in the Moot Courtroom on Monday,
April 19 at 4 p.m.

         

Give ‘til it Hurts
The Georgetown Outreach pro-

gram is sponsoring a blood drive this
Thursday, April 8 from 9 a.m.- 2  p.m.
on the 12th floor of Gewirz. Please sign
up for a donation time by emailing
Loren AliKhan  at lla3@law.george-
town.edu.

                  

Takin’ it to the Streets!
The March for Womens’ Lives will

take place on April 25, at 10 a.m. on the
national mall. Georgetown Law
Students for Choice will be conducting

a “Mobilization Station,” featuring a
keynote address by Jatrice Martel
Gaiter, President of Planned
Parenthood of Washington DC.  Food,
music and banner-making supplies
provided.  Bring yourself. Bring your
friends. Bring your choice.

Crossword solution page 3
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excited," said Jolie Apicella, 2L, the
new Editor-in-Chief of the Georgetown
International Environmental Law Review
(GIELR). A staff member added to her
concern, telling her that "if I really
knew what I was getting myself into
I'd be terrified." 

Many of the new EICs agreed with
both the nervousness and the excite-
ment. Kerry Kolodziej, 2L, newly
selected as Editor-in-Chief for the
Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law and
Policy looked forward to a "way to
enrich my time here, and also hopeful-
ly to give back to the legal communi-
ty." 

"I am looking forward to next year
and am very excited about the direc-
tion the Immigration Journal is going
in," stated Tamara Daniels, 2L, EIC for
the Georgetown Immigration Law
Journal.

The new EICs were also honored
to be chosen. "For me it really repre-
sents quite a compliment from my
peers that is both gratifying and hum-
bling," stated Brian Lewis, 2L, the new
American Criminal Law Review Editor-
in-Chief.

Several incoming EICs also intend
to bring personal additions to their
office. Apicella explained, "As the
daughter of an environmental engi-
neer and activist, I have contacts in
these areas. I almost have my own per-
sonal ad hoc advisory board." On a

more personal level, Jaimie Kent, 2L,
the new EIC of the Georgetown Journal
of Legal Ethics hopes to bring "attention
to detail, enjoyment of working with
others and  [an] interest in trying to
leave a place better off than when I
arrived."

The new EIC of the Georgetown
Law Journal, Caleb Mason, 2L, brings
something even more personal. "I'll be
bringing my [four month old] daugh-
ter Meghan into the office quite a bit." 

Meanwhile Lewis said, "[I] intend
to bring my Outkast CDs. Too long
have 2Ls labored, rhythmlessly blue
booking law journal articles in the
basement of the library."

All the EICs are looking forward
to improving the already impressive
records of their respective journals.

"We are looking to publish more
cutting-edge research … GIELR has a
responsibility to give a voice to the
would-be Gaylord Nelsons, while
facilitating a dialogue between
authors from a variety of sectors with
a variety of viewpoints," stated
Apicella. She is also "researching the
possibility of publishing electronical-
ly. An electronic publication is not
only environmentally sensible, but
would be a great research tool for our
subscribers."

Kent's outlook includes “increased
member interaction, e.g. through more
social events, in an effort to have mem-
bers 'get more out of' being on a jour-
nal than improved bluebooking

skills.”
Mason is looking to greatly

expand his journal. "We're doubling
the number of book reviews; we're
planning at least one pair of dueling
essays by a pair of prominent scholars;
and we're continuing the work of thor-
oughly revising and updating our
annual review of criminal procedure."

Lewis also hopes to go beyond
continuing tradtion. "I do hope to
establish and build on relationships
with Georgetown's renowned faculty.
Georgetown has a wealth of scholars
in criminal law that could contribute
in countless ways to our journal,
whether it be authoring an article or
helping students develop their notes.
A celebratory happy hour for a job
well done once an issue has gone to
publication will go far in providing
everyone with a well-deserved sense

of accomplishment."
Scott Croft sees promise in the

future of  the Journal of Law & Public
Policy in "helping to further a dialogue
within the GULC community on the
perspective our journal represents.
The journal is still relatively new."

As the new EICs begin their posts
atop both some of the oldest and some
of the newest journals in the country,
their job is just beginning. While they
have all worked on their journals for
the past year, the challenges of the
next are already making their presence
felt. As Kent said, "Being EIC of a jour-
nal has the added responsibility of
making sure the journal's audience has
a superior product."

Note: not all EICs were available to
comment for this story. The list of all EICs
appears below.
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JOURNAL EICS from page 1

American Criminal Law Review - Brian Lewis
Georgetown Immigration Law Journal - Tamara Daniels
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review - Jolie Apicella
Georgetown International Law Journal - Ryan Tyndall
Georgetown Journal of Gender and the Law - Tara Swaminatha
Georgetown Journal of Law & Public Policy - Scott Croft
Georgetown Journal of Legal Ethics - Jaimie Kent
Georgetown Journal on Poverty Law and Policy - Kerry Kolodziej
Georgetown Law Journal - Caleb Mason
The Tax Lawyer - Jared Hansen

GULC journals: new Editors-in-Chief ready to go

Complete list of new journal
editors-in-chief for 2004-2005

tion with the SBA. Leah Schmelzer,
2L, the returning SBA secretary, then
explained the SBA policy on atten-
dance and the submission of resolu-
tions. 

With that brief introduction, the
SBA was ready to hear its first reso-
lution, which commended graduat-
ing SBA leaders including outgoing
SBA President Nathan Headrick, 3L,
Day Vice President James Bond, 3L,
Evening Vice President Michelle
Lorbieski, 3E, and Treasurer Fentrice
Driskell, 3L. Evening Vice President
Sharon Houle, 2E, proposed amend-
ing the proposal to include
Schmelzer, who had removed herself
from consideration since she was not
graduating. The rest of the body
agreed and unanimously voted to
approve the amended proposal. For
their efforts, they were given pic-
tures of the Law Center.

President Dartt then outlined a
new policy that had been adopted by
the SBA concerning the makeup of
the committees. The new policy stip-
ulated that candidates for chairper-
son of a particular committee must
be proposed to the house of dele-
gates, who will then elect from
among the recommendations given
by the delegates. However, the SBA
treasurer will maintain a spot as the
chairperson of the appropriations
committee, for obvious reasons. The
chairperson of the elections commit-
tee must also be a 3L in order to pre-
vent a conflict of interest. SBA
Treasurer Luce Remy, 2L, then pro-
ceeded to give a short synopsis of the
duties of each of the committees as
well as the time commitment

involved. 
The new committee policy

seemed to produce little in the way
of democratic results, however, since
the competition for chairpersonship
was  mostly done by either default or
consensus election. Scott Mulhauser,
3E, was elected as chair of the alum-
ni relations committee after being
nominated by Sharon Houle and
unanimously elected. Alex Stern, 2L,
was elected as chair of the appoint-
ments committee, while Schmelzer
and Rachel Hetland, 1L, will co-chair
the law center affairs committee.
Vidhya Prabhakaran, 1L, and Daniel

Pollock, 1L, will co-chair the social
committee while Remy and Chen
Fong Goh, 1L will co-chair the
speakers committee, which selects
speakers for the law center. Finally,
Deanna Smith, 1L, who was nomi-
nated by Dartt, and Paul Lee, 1L,
who was nominated by Matthew
Schenck, 1L,  will chair the special
events committee, which are respon-
sible for the ever-important Fall
Float and Barristers’ Ball. 

However, the fallout from the
election did affect the naming of the
chair of the elections committee. The
job must be held by a 3L to prevent a

conflict of interest, and very few of
next year’s 3L’s seemed willing to
deal with such a contentious issue.
Eventually, Matt Rosenberg, 2L,
agreed to assume the elections com-
mittee chair. 

Dartt then presented Headrick
with two awards from the American
Bar Association: a “Bronze Key” for
best improved participation in an
SBA, and a “Silver Key” for his out-
standing performance as an SBA
President. When asked to comment
on the honor, Headrick was willing
to dispense his sage wisdom to the
incoming and returning delegates.
He urged delegates not to be afraid
of implementing new ideas and told
the delegates that they should “make
the best of their SBA experience.” He
cited the experience of John Carroll,
who was rejected by every school he
applied to in the U.S. for being
Roman Catholic. After obtaining his
education in Europe, he subsequent-
ly founded Georgetown University.

The next SBA meeting will be
held the week of April 19, and will
focus on budgetary concerns. 

SBA-elects begin term with committee selections
SBA MEETING from page 1

Photo by Michael Palisano, 1L
Passing the torch: SBA President Alaina Dartt, 2L, presents her predecessor
Nathan Headrick, 3L, with an award from the American Bar Association.



entire campus will be wireless accessi-
ble -- in fact, the new buildings will be
exclusively wireless; classroom seats
will have power outlets, but no inter-
net jacks.

The Hotung building will have
two large classrooms -- one big
enough to accommodate 65 students,
and the other 75 -- each set up in an
amphitheatre style that promises to
create a more intimate classroom set-
ting. There are also a number of semi-
nar rooms, designed to accommodate
24 students each. In addition, there
will be several rooms equipped with
electric curtains that will enable them
to be put to various different uses --
from receptions to break-out rooms for
the larger classes.

Perhaps the single most impres-
sive feature in the Hotung building
will be the new state-of-the-art moot
courtroom on the second level. The
room, which, when not being put to
it’s special use, can function as a high
tech courtroom, is equipped with the
sundry  of modern electronics making
their way into trials these days. But
what makes the room stand out is the

design feature that allows it to be con-
verted into an exact replica of the well
of the Supreme Court of the United
States. Georgetown Law's Supreme
Court Institute, which moots coun-
selors in over half the cases argued
before the nation's highest court in
preparation of their appearance, will
be able to provide those counselors
with an exact reproduction of the
physical space they will find them-
selves in, down to the big distracting
clock about the Chief Justice's head.
Until recently, under Supreme Court
Rules, oralists used to be able to use
that clock to time themselves. Then
Rehnquist's reproach of a novice
arguer resulted in a change in the
Rules, which now no longer permit the
clock to be used. Yet the clock remains
in its customary place, and, as Mlyniec
eloquently put it, "defies a counselor
to not look at it." By mooting before
the Law Center's Supreme Court
Institute, those appearing before the
real Court will be better able to pull off
that defiance.

The Hotung building will also
house the international collection of
the Law Library, two journals, several
student groups, the graduate pro-

gram, the CLE program, an alumni
center, and various other law school
offices that currently reside at 50 F
Street. Two floors will be devoted to
the library, more than doubling the
space now available to the internation-
al collection housed currently at the
Edward Bennett Williams building.
Mlyniec noted the apparent dilemma
of increasing physical volume space in
an environment turning increasingly
to electronic media by observing, "We
are a group of 20th Century law pro-
fessors using 19th century methods to
teach 21st century students."

The Sports and Fitness Center will
be entirely a building of the 21st cen-
tury. A massive structure of glass and
steel, the edifice will house two bas-
ketball courts, two racquetball courts,
a huge exercise/workout area, a four-
lane lap pool, lockers, whirlpools and
a terrace to overlook the soon-to-be-
grassed-in area between McDonough
and the new buildings. The gym will
be equipped with panic buttons all
over the area, to ensure that anyone in
need of emergency medical attention
will receive it promptly. In fact, the
security guards will be trained to use
defibrillators, and will be able to

administer the necessary procedure
within the five minute window neces-
sary to save the life of someone who
has had a heart attack.

Given the need for heightened
vigilance in the post 9-11 world, secu-
rity was an important aspect of the
planning of the new buildings. The
designs of both structures put the
compound ahead of the curve in secu-
rity, by incorporating measures such
as placing the air intake valves at a
level that cannot be reached by a
passerby. Given the vast amount of air
that needs to be circulated through the
highly complex structure of the two
buildings, ensuring proper air flow
actually involves nine separate
mechanical rooms.

The two buildings, and a new
clock tower, are expected to be com-
pleted over the summer. Faculty and
staff will be moved in on August 1,
and when the Class of 2007 arrives in
the Fall, it will appear as if they have
always been there; the Law Center's
campus will be complete, and the
school will have taken a big step
towards accomplishing incoming
Dean Aleinikoff's vision of becoming a
truly global law school.
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New buildings architectural, functional masterpieces

by Avedis H. Seferian, 3L
Law Weekly

I tried hard to write this article in
as objective a fashion as possible, but
most readers will probably agree that
I failed. The reason is very simple:
the new buildings are simply awe-
some. Dean Mlyniec's tour brought
them to life, and I could easily envi-
sion the wonderful facilities they will
become in a few months time. While
I thank him for his accomplished
tour-guiding, the beautiful picture he

drew brought out a pang of sadness
in me. The “3L” next to my name
means I will not be a student here in
the Fall, and that, in turn, means I
will miss out on putting these new
buildings to their fullest use. I salute
the donors, the Law Center and Dean
Mlyniec's Committee -- our campus
will be a lovely place to visit come
August. And to those not graduating
this May, and to those starting school
this Fall, I say to you: it's a great time
to still be at Georgetown Law.

... too bad I won’t be
here to enjoy it ... 

Photos by Kevin Mittler, 1L
(L-R by row) classroom, entry to Gewirz,
ceiling wires, gym, whirlpool, clock tower,
library, machine room, moot court, pool.
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by Catherine Tenney, 1L
Law Weekly

A student was robbed at knife-
point late Tuesday night while walk-
ing on F Street between McDonough
Hall and the Hotung construction site.
The thief, who made off with about
forty dollars, was apprehended hours
later and arrested by the Washington
Metropolitan Police Department.

The robbery took place just before
midnight on Tuesday while the stu-
dent was walking towards Gewirz
Student Center from Union Station.
The student was approached by a
man on a BMX bicycle in a grey
Kangol hat. The man got off the bike
and walked alongside the student for
a moment, then flashed a black-han-
dled knife with a three-inch blade and
requested the student's wallet. 

The student immediately com-
plied, handing over his wallet. The
thief removed $37 in cash and

returned the wallet. The student then
told the thief that he was going to
keep walking in the direction he had
been going and the thief said "okay."
The thief got back on his bike and
rode towards Union Station. 

The student was not injured, and
upon reaching Gewirz reported the
crime to the Georgetown Department
of Public Safety (DPS). DPS immedi-
ately notified the Metropolitan Police
Department (MPD), which broadcast
a police lookout. A suspect fitting the
suspect’s description was apprehend-
ed by MPD at 1:08 a.m. in the vicinity
of the Irish Times, and DPS accompa-
nied the student to the suspect to
make a positive identification of the
suspect.

The U.S. Attorney's Office is
responsible for prosecution of all
crimes in the District and currently
plans to prosecute this suspect. The
Washington, D.C. criminal code (DC
ST §22-2801) provides for a sentence

of not less than two years for robbery,
with additional penalties for armed
robbery.

Sergeant Eugene G. Nock of the
Department of Public Safety said that
as far as robberies go, this crime was
pretty typical. Thieves are generally
looking for cash when they hold
someone up, he said and usually don't
take jewelry or credit cards. "When
we've had credit cards taken,"
Sergeant Nock said, "suspects imme-
diately go to the train station and buy
tickets for the automated ticket
machines, which they can then resell.
Anything they can do quickly."

The GULC community was noti-
fied of the robbery the next day in an
e-mail sent to students, faculty, and
staff. The e-mail reminded communi-
ty members to take precautions when
walking around campus after dark.
"Be alert to your surroundings, use
good judgment and try to avoid plac-
ing yourself in situations that might

make you an easy target for a crimi-
nal," the e-mail said. It continued,
"Should you be the unfortunate victim
of a robbery, try to remain calm, do
not resist … and attempt to disengage
from the situation as quickly as possi-
ble."

The robbery was a sobering
reminder for many students that
crime is a very real problem in the
GULC neighborhood. Students living
in Gewirz took special note of the inci-
dent. Many remarked that they could
easily have been in the same situation,
and vowed to take more precautions
in the future.

"This reaffirms that you should
never walk alone around here. It just
isn't safe after dark," said Anna
Vinson, 1L. She added a note of frus-
tration that such precautions were
necessary, saying "I honestly wish
there was something Georgetown
could do to make this neighborhood
better."

Armed robbery renews safety concerns near campus

pete against teams representing
Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.
The world finals will be decided by
three judges from the International
Court of Justice.

In addition, Georgetown also took
home first place honors in the January
2004 eNegotiation International
Negotiation Competition. The winning
team, Janna Romaine, 3E, and David
Ross, 2L, was also known as team
BigBlueBook.

The 3rd Annual International
eNegotiation Tournament provided
the opportunity to network with stu-
dents from across the world, showcase
negotiation skills, and use cutting-edge

eNegotiation tools. The theme for this
year was Union-Management collec-
tive bargaining. 

This eNegotiation tournament is a
non-profit event organized and man-
aged by student and academic
researchers from numerous universi-
ties. 

The tournament involved teams of
competitors negotiating the outcomes
of a number of pre-defined issues sim-
ulating a union-management collective
bargaining process. 

The Space Law and eNegotiation
victories are just the latest in a long
string of impressive performances by
Law Center teams over the past sever-
al years.  

Awards abound at GULC
AWARDS from page 1

Photo by Holly Eaton, OPICS
Representatives of the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless are pre-
sented with a check by the co-chairs of Home Court, Andrew Bloom and
Sylvia Albert.  Home Court raised $223,754 for the homeless this year,
$50,000 more than in any previous year.  The event was organized entirely
by 1Ls.  The Hoya Lawyas lost a close game to the Hill’s Angels, 57-48. 
Students who would like to submit an interesting GULC related picture to

the Law Weekly for publication may email it to laweekly@bulldog.george-
town.edu or bring it by the office in Room 161.

Picture of the Week
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by Feras Gadamsi, 1L
Law Weekly

It's been a great year for college basketball
despite what has happened to both Georgetown
and SMU.

First off, despite the fact that Chris Bosh and
Carmelo Anthony would be sophomores, and
Lebron James would be a freshman this year play-
ing in the NCAA Tournament, the tournament has
still been entertaining and lively.

The competition level has been high in spite of
the exodus in talent, and that's about all you can ask
for: teams that compete on a high level with all of
their energy.

From the first victory registered by Florida
A&M to the thrilling national semifinal games
Saturday night, this tournament has produced a lot
of excitement.

It's also produced a lot of broke gamblers, but I
digress. Now on to who is going to win it all…

Coming into this tournament, I picked UConn
to win it all because of their dominant big man,
Emeka Okafor. In the course of watching this tour-
nament, nothing I've seen has led me to believe that
it will change Monday night.

Having seen Georgia Tech beat UConn earlier
this year, win at Duke, beat Oklahoma State and
win some very close games in this tournament, it
would be easier to change gears and go with Will
Bynum and company.

Yes, I understand the Jackets beat UConn in the

semis of the preseason NIT. Unfortunately, that was
done without Okafor in the game so a huge asterisk
should be placed by that one.

In addition, they've overcome the loss of their
best player, B.J. Elder, who injured his ankle in the
victory over Nevada. They've had players step up
on a consistent basis with four different leading
scorers in the five games.

But UConn has blown people out of this tour-
nament up until the national semifinal against
Duke. In that game, they showed they can win the
close games and hold people down in clutch situa-
tions. Duke went scoreless for the last 4:43 of the
game, except for Chris Duhon's last second three-
pointer.

UConn has been consistent this
season - consistently good. They
have multiple options from Ben
Gordon to Taliq Brown, not to men-
tion McDonald's High School All-
American Charlie Villaneuva coming
off the bench.

Oh yeah, and they've got Emeka
too, who had 18 second half points,
leading the Huskies to their win
Saturday night.

UConn's 79-78 win over Duke cemented their
case. They will win it all Monday night, giving Jim
Calhoun his second title. More importantly, it will
give me a victory in my NCAA Tournament pool.

Prediction: UConn 82, Georgia Tech 75.

Back at Home Court...Hills Angels rise
above Hoya Lawyas, 57-48

This week at the MCI Center...ladies first
4/10  7 p.m.  Washington Wizards v. New York Knicks
MCI welcomes The Ladies First Tour on 4/7 and 4/11, and Champions on Ice on 4/9

Huskies will hustle home victory

by Drew Oliveira, 1L
Guest Writer

Lost amid the rush to anoint Connecticut this
year’s champion is one simple fact—UConn still
has to win on Monday night against Georgia Tech
in the national championship game. Back in
November, the Yellow Jackets dominated the
Huskies 77-61 in Madison Square Garden. A sec-
ond victory is not as shocking as you might think. 

The key to Georgia Tech’s success will be shut-
ting down the duo of Emeka
Okafor and Ben Gordon. Okafor is
an absolute monster in the paint,
averaging over 18 points and 11

boards in the regular season. His
numbers are down significantly in

the Tournament due to back
and neck injuries. However,
he can still be a force, as his
play in UConn’s comeback

victory over Duke demonstrat-
ed. Gordon has carried the

team when Okafor has been limit-
ed by injuries. Gordon was unstoppable in the Big
East tournament and he has not slowed down
much in the NCAA Tournament, averaging over
20 points a game. But as good as UConn’s dynam-
ic duo is, Georgia Tech has an answer. 

Georgia Tech plays a suffocating defense that
shuts down the opposing team’s perimeter play-
ers. In the previous match-up between these two
teams, Connecticut was held to just 37.9 percent
shooting from the field and 1-10 from three point
range. Expect Anthony McHenry to draw Gordon
again. The 6-foot-7 guard is the leader of the
Yellow Jackets’ defense. Point guard Jarrett Jack
and guard Will Bynum are also strong defensively,
holding Oklahoma State’s best player John Lucas
to 4-14 shooting. Georgia Tech matches up well
with Connecticut’s other perimeter players, point
guard Taliek Brown and Rashad Anderson.

When UConn’s perimeter players are hot, it
opens up the paint for Okafor, Josh Boone, and
Charlie Villanueva. If Georgia Tech’s perimeter
defense can shut down UConn, it will be very dif-
ficult for UConn to exploit its advantage in the
interior. In addition to the perimeter defense, the
Yellow Jackets have 7-foot-1 center Luke
Schenscher, who has played very well for them on
both ends of the court.   He plays smart defense,
picking up only two fouls against Oklahoma State.
UConn prevailed over Duke because UConn was
able to foul out three of Duke’s interior players. In
the semifinal win over Oklahoma State,
Schenscher had 19 points and 12 boards, earning
himself Player of the Game honors. Schenscher’s
offensive abilities will force UConn’s big men to
pay attention to him, reducing their effectiveness
on offense. Schenscher does not need to dominate
either offensively or defensively for Georgia Tech
to win, all he needs to do is have a solid game,
which he has been doing all Tournament.

In addition to coach Paul Hewitt’s suffocating
defense, which employs both a man-to-man and a
zone effectively, the Yellow Jackets play an up-
tempo offense. Staying away from halfcourt sets
will neutralize UConn’s defensive strength, their
ability to block shots. Even in the halfcourt, guards
Jack and Bynum are excellent with dribble pene-
tration, which will break down the Huskie
defense, finding open shots for their teammates.
Okafor may be the best shot blocker in college bas-
ketball in years, and Boone and Villanueva are also
very good shot blockers, but it won’t matter if the
Yellow Jackets are getting transition baskets and
wide-open jump shots from the perimeter.

Georgia Tech has beaten Connecticut before
and the Yellow Jackets can do it again Monday
night.

Jackets may give
surprise sting

?

All photos by
Holly Eaton
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by Katherine Penick, 1L
Law Weekly

It is hard to believe that in less than
two months the first year of law school
for us 1Ls will be over. Inarguably, we
have learned a vast and seemingly
overwhelming amount in these eight
months.  Since we've arrived, we've
been bombarded not only with legal
doctrines and rules of law, but also with
a seemingly incalculable amount of
information about the legal field in gen-
eral, including the inevitable and some-
what daunting project of undertaking
what has come to been known as the
"1L Summer Job Search." 

Private firm? Public interest?
Government? Clerkship? Research
assistant? The options for a summer
internship seem endless. With the help
of OPICS, E-Attorney and the bombard-
ment of countless firm receptions at the
beginning of the semester when the job
search intensified, the availability of
summer internships appeared to be lim-
itless. At that time, many of my class-
mates were hard at work -- preparing
cover letters, perfecting resumes and
attending interviews -- all in the hopes
of coveting the "perfect" summer job.
However, instead of following my
smart and organized classmates, I could
not bring myself to even think about the
end of the semester, let alone summer
employment, so I did what I do best:
perfected the art of procrastination. In
the meantime, my roommate quickly
secured a lucrative summer internship
at a top firm in her home state -- com-
plete with being flown out for the inter-
view and being "wined and dined."  

Unlike some of the lucky 1Ls who

already know what type of law they
want to practice, I remain clueless as to
the field of law in which I would like to
work. Similarly, when compared to
some of my friends -- whose experi-
ences include undergraduate Mock
Trial championships, internships at the
White House and various, impressive
public interest work -- my own inade-
quate legal experience includes know-

ing a few lawyers and taking a class trip
during high school to the local court-
house. Therefore, in January and
February, when many of my peers were
dutifully submitting their applications
for summer employment, I found
myself trying to figure out the basics of
writing a legal resume and cover letter,
and could not help but find humor in
my lack of experience. 

I met with my career advisor to
address some of these -- um -- issues.
She reassured me that lack of legal
experience was not an issue for first
year law students. However, despite
her promises, I could not help but think
that my college work experience in
waitressing and background in jazz
dance might not really impress a poten-
tial employer. However, I followed her
advice and pieced together a resume.
And then, I procrastinated again. 

It was during spring break that I
finally realized I needed to get on the
ball of the job hunt (I told you I procras-
tinated). My parents called and asked if

I would be coming home for the sum-
mer. I automatically replied "yes."
However, then the realization hit me --
not only did I have no idea where I
would be this summer, but more
importantly, I realized that I may be
forced to return home not because of a
job, but due to my potential inability to
obtain work -- would I be jobless?
Thoughts of working at the GAP filled

my head, and with horror I saw myself
folding sweaters and letting people into
dressing rooms. Would I be forced to
devolve back to my high school job?  I
pictured myself on interviews for the
next summer, talking about my work
experience in categorizing different col-
ors of denim. The panic set in. 

The first week after break I com-
pleted a dozen applications. I read any
email from OPICS, searching for any
firm or organization that was still hiring
summer interns. It did not look good.
Where had all those wonderful jobs
being advertised a month before gone?
I looked around myself and realized
that all those coveted jobs had gone to
the people who deserved them, the
ones who were motivated and got their
applications in early. However, I
refused to give up hope. I continued to
send in resumes, writing samples and
cover letters. I figured that statistically
the more applications I sent out, the
more of a chance I had at getting a job. I
was never very good at math.

Last week, while I listened to my
friends talking about their pending
internships in Rome, Mexico and with
the CIA, I started to seriously contem-
plate how I would tell my parents that I
had procrastinated too long and that  I
would not be working in the legal field
this summer. Moreover, I tried to imag-
ine myself selling low-rise boot cut
jeans to teenagers while maintaining
the professional composure of a future
lawyer. I did manage to find consola-
tion in the fact that, unlike many of the
public interest jobs to which I had
applied, at least working retail would
pay -- albeit incomparable to one of my
friends who will be raking in about
$2,000/week at her summer job.

Thankfully, I have since procured a
job offer and will not have to tell my
father that his daughter, although
unable to procure an internship, would
be able to give him a great discount on
cargo pants. However, the fear accom-
panying the possibility of not finding a
summer job has not fully dissipated.
And so, I'd like to finish my education-
al story with the most important lesson
it teaches. What's that you ask? Start
your summer job search early? Don't
procrastinate? Begin adding to your
legal resume as quickly as possible? 

If you thought any of those was cor-
rect, you weren't reading carefully
enough. It's pretty obvious: Do NOT
talk to your parents while trying to
relax on spring break. I lost a good three
days of relaxation afterwards trying to
figure out how to get an internet con-
nection while on the beach. Talking to
them after? Definitely. After all, you
may need a place to bunk for the sum-
mer.

The trials and tribulations of the first year summer job hunt

I figured that statistically the more applications
I sent out, the more of a chance I had at get-
ting a job. I was never very good at math.

by Jason Bache, L’03
Law Weekly

Currently, some of the greatest comics to ever fea-
ture girls are being published.  Not being sexist here, I
do not mean to talk to women like Ms. Tree, Ms. Kyle
or any bird of prey.  Girls.  Some times super, draped
in a bat or hoping someone will leave her a chance.
Many of these girls are coming from real women.
Remember, Freud never talked to a single girl during
any of his research.

People tell me I am obtuse.  Sorry.  I’ll break it
down some more.  The finest example will always be
Kara Zor-El, better known as Supergirl.  Kara is Kal-
El's cousin from Krypton.  Kal-El being Superman, but
you watch Seinfeld, so you knew that, right?  Kara
Zor-El, as Supergirl, was just reintroduced into mod-
ern DC Comics continuity, in this month's issue of
Superman/Batman, Issue #8 March 2004, exquisitely
drawn by Michael Turner.  Kara has not looked this
good since Ed Benes and Alex Lei brought her to life
in Supergirl #75, cover date December 2002.  

First, a little back-story, some call it exposition.
My favorite comic-as-a-political-movement, is Ms.
Tree, a cult classic published mainly by Renegade
Press, and later by DC.  Ms. Tree was written by noir
legendary scribe, Max Allen Collins and illustrated by
Terry Beatty.  Collins also wrote such spectacular
works as Road to Perdition and the current CSI: Crime
Scene Investigators series, for IDW Publishing.

Ms. Tree was the founda-
tion on which I defined my
idea of Feminism.  The 80s
Private Investigator, Ms.
Michael Tree, was a no holds
barred, rough and tumble
kick ass chick who would
beat a confession out of any-
one with no more than a look.
She relied on a man for noth-
ing, knew what she wanted
and wasn't afraid to say what-
ever she wanted or do what-

ever she pleased.  She was a tough PI, with an unbeat-
able reputation.  

If you don't get the implication of her name, I can
break it down; Ms. Tree is a mystery comic.  So it is a
mystery story solved by a woman named Ms. Tree.
Simple.  Brilliant.  Eloquent.  A true woman to be sure.

Second, Selina Kyle, soon to be reborn, as
Catwoman, by Halle Berry.  Now, I am boycotting the
movie, because Catwoman is not some mutant, or
meta, she is just a woman.  Just a regular, if not fanci-
ful and superb, woman!  It is like making the Kingpin
black in Daredevil and John Constantine American in
the soon to be released Constantine.  Sure Ertha Kit
did a purr-fect job in the 60s.  But Halle is not Ertha,
and Catwoman doesn't have any extra-ordinary pow-
ers.  So, I am boycotting Catwoman, the movie.

Catwoman the comic, however, has been consis-
tently one of the best comics published in the last few
years.  Selina first peaked with Cameron Stewart, in
2002 re-launch of the Catwoman comic book.  At the
time, Ed Brubaker was writing, which was one of the
main reasons for Catwoman's greatness.  It seems
everything Brubaker touches near Gotham Central
becomes gold.  Currently, Brubaker is joined by Paul
Gulacy and Jimmy Palmiotti, and the book is continu-
ing to make the East End blocks hot.

Another comic that falls in this genre is Leave It To
Chance. In this comic, Chance Falconer is the thirteen
year old daughter of the world's greatest paranormal
investigator.  She often has to secretly solve some great
mystery before her father realizes she is not in bed.
Chance, with her pet dragon, Georgie, always man-
ages to save the day in some Nancy Drew kind of way.  

Courtney Crumrin of the Oni Press series of the
same name follows in this same vein.  She has faced
night creatures, the coven of mystics and twilight
kingdoms, all under the auspicious guidance of her
witch uncle Aloysius.  Courtney never listens to
adults, always investigates what she shouldn't and
exhibits all the curiosity the cat is afraid of.  She might
not be through the pre-teen years, but she is head-
strong, confident and determined to make her own
way in the world.  Sure she is a witch; sure she is

make-believe, but there are
few finer role models for girls
in the world.

Finally, we have Supergirl.
In early 2003 the Peter David
series ended with beautiful art
by Benes and Lei.  We saw the
current incarnation of
Supergirl, Linda Danvers,
meeting the classic Supergirl,
Kara Zor-El.  Now in 2004
Benes and Lei are busy with
extraordinary author Gail
Simone giving some birds of
prey serious talons.  Kara can now be found in
Superman/Batman, written by Jeph Loeb and illustrat-
ed by Michael Turner.

This new Supergirl is part of a massive re-launch
of all Super titles that also has the fine distinction of re-
introducing multicolored kryptonite into modern DC
continuity.  Hopefully this Kara will stick around for
more than a handful of issues like the
David/Benes/Lei version.  

There is no greater Feminist spokesperson or
embodiment of Feminist ideals than Supergirl.  Kara is
showing that a girl can do anything that a man can do,
and better! Being labeled a girl does not phase Kara
because she knows she has a lot to learn to fully
mature into a woman.  Part of her appeal over Kal-El
is that, while Superman has established himself and is
comfortable with his place in the world, Kara is still
trying to find her role and how to best serve society.  It
is the learning process that Superman went through in
Smallville that makes the character of Kara Zor-El so
interesting.  Kara is a girl who is ardent in her beliefs,
fervent in her passions and completely self-sufficient.
She can leap tall buildings in a single bound, run faster
than a speeding train and stop bullets with her bare
hands.  However, she also has to worry about math
homework, buying shoes to match her new purse and
finding a guy secure enough to not be intimidated by
her powers to take her to the Prom.

Girl comics are good comics, no, seriously they are
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Eds. Note: These reviews reveal plot elements of their
respective films. Read on, but don’t say we didn’t warn
you!

Dawn of the Dead is no dud
by Elizabeth Hancock, 2L

Law Weekly

Picture your worst nightmare. You wake on a
warm summer morning, yawn a few times, and stum-
ble out the door. Immediately, it is clear that this will
be an exceptionally rough day for you. Everywhere
you look, the inhabitants of your pleasant community
are gone. Their replacements? The groggiest and
grumpiest non-morning people you can imagine.

No, I'm not describing the morning of your Tax
final. This scenario makes up the opening sequence of
producer Eric Newman's Dawn of the Dead. My repeat-
ing it here doesn't constitute a spoiler, though. If
you've seen the previews of the movie, or heard of the
lore that surrounded the original horror flick Day of
the Dead, then you've already know that much. What
happened to cause such a freakish morning? I can't
tell you and neither will the script, but the lack of
explanation, for reasons will that become clear to the
audience, actually contributes to the film's success. 

The movie opens to several solid minutes of non-
stop action and blood. (Predictably, there is lots of the
latter.) Overnight, the West Coast has gone straight to
hell. Literally. Something sinister came in with the
sandman leaving much of the town's population soul-
less, rotting, wandering and thirsty for the blood of
the living. Anyone the zombies bite also has to under-
go the transition of dying, being dead, and then being
undead. Ana, played by Sarah Polley (Go), learns this
lesson the hard way -- her husband becomes a quick
breakfast for her young daughter. 

After a blood-pumping, limb-falling-off escape
from her home, Ana finds that the world outside her
house is no better. Her flight from the neighborhood
in the family car finds her hood besieged with flying
bodies and her windshield obscured with smoke and
chaos. Everyone she sees seems hell-bent on killing
her, yet no one she bowls over with her auto seems
harmed by the impact. Welcome to the catch-22 of
classic horror. 

In another plot "twist" stained with the trade-
marks of gore kitsch, Ana eventually meets up with a
bunch of everyday-hometown-folks-turned-possible-
heroes-of-the-universe who share her predicament:
Kenneth, played by Ving Rhames (Pulp Fiction), the
no-nonsense cop who, fortunately for everyone, hap-
pened to be carrying a deadly weapon when the
whole planet got a bad case of leprosy; Michael,
played by Jake Weber (U-571), a quiet salesman who
miraculously has many of the good qualities embod-
ied by Annie's recently disembodied husband; Andre,
played by Mekhi Phifer (I Still Know What You Did Last
Summer), "that guy" who is convinced he's tougher
than the immortally damned; and Luda, Andre's wife
(Inna Korobkina), whose only trait of dark foreshad-
owing is her pregnancy (anyone who's ever seen
Rosemary's Baby or Alien knows that nothing good can
come of this in a scary flick). 

The group finds sanctuary inside a shopping
mall, along with another group of earth's living cast-
aways. I'll let their personalities remain surprises, but
here's a hint: One young lady is rather promiscuous,
and spends a scene running around in her underwear.
Once again, I'm sure you'd never guess such content
would be included in a horror flick. 

Past the character list, though, Dawn's clichéd
tributes to the genre stop. Certainly, when it comes to
providing outright bone-chilling fright, this movie is
no Jaws. That's the price any director pays when the
purveyor of fear is a fictitious being -- once Dawn is
over, audience members will still feel safe going back
into the mall. But for those moments they spend in the
theater they can be prepared to jump -- regularly and
hard. For being barely alive, the movie's zombies are
surprisingly fast and agile. They often show up in the
most unexpected of places, just like the ghosts they
were supposed to be. And just as entertaining as the
ambushes are the living souls' fast-thinking methods
of retaliation. The last days of the dead-versus-living
battle take on an apocalyptic, Terminator-esque quali-
ty that prompted my boyfriend (initially a skeptic
about my choice of movie) to approve of Dawn as

"more action than horror." 
Dawn of the Dead's real genius, though, is its

preparation for the skeptics. Without falling into the
overdone satire of Scary Movie and Scream, Dawn
expertly walks the line between offering up serious
scares and taking itself too seriously. The opening
credits, which combine a montage of grisly "live news
footage" with a background track of Johnny Cash
singing "The Man Comes Around," set the tongue-in-
cheek tone of the film, which intersperses the blood
with some genuinely funny moments. (Hint: Ever
wonder what happens when certain annoying celebri-
ties become undead? I bet if you were one of the last
living people on earth, you'd come up with some cre-
ative ideas for their disposal.)

Those loyal to the original Day of the Dead have
found a significant flaw in Dawn, one that I found to
be its biggest strength -- the movie does not have a
"point." Day of the Dead carried an implicit warning
against mall culture and the American plague of mass
consumerism, and more than one critic I've read has
decried the absence of such a theme in Dawn. While I
understand the point, I also suspect that any critic
who went to a horror movie looking for a sociological
lesson was also gravely disappointed when Polly
Shore's Encino Man didn't engage any startling new
anthropological theories. 

Some films should just entertain. Dawn of the Dead
does it well, and claims to do no more. It isn't about
the meaning of life, but the experience of watching it
is about what makes life fun. In the end, it's a perfect,
pre-finals creation -- a film without soul or substance. 

Eternal Sunshine spotlessly shines
by Annie Wartanian, 2L

Law Weekly

A stream of dull but piercing sunshine pierces
through the blinds, as the protagonist struggles to
open his dreary eyes and stumble out the door and go
to work. Impatiently in line for his regular train, he
suddenly runs across the platform to hop on a train to
Montauk, pausing just long enough to inform the
stranger next to him that he is not an impulsive per-
son. 

That day Joel Barish (played by Jim Carry) meets
Clementine (played by Kate Winslet) who happens to
be wandering on the same deserted beach in the dead
of winter. Awkwardly unfamiliar, yet strangely con-
nected, the ill-fitting pair spend the day together won-
dering why they are so drawn to each other. All of this
takes place in the first five minutes. The rest of the
movie is anything but sequential, but the order is
nonetheless intuitive in a Charlie Kaufman kind of
way. 

The story then really begins at the almost end
when a Joel from 24 hours before the opening scene

finds out that Clementine, his girlfriend, had submit-
ted herself to a mind mangling experience which had
erased all her memories of him from her brain.
Appalled and in agony from their break-up, Joel sets
out to do the same, perhaps unconsciously following
the words of the 18th century poet Alexander Pope:
"How happy is the blameless vestal's lot! The world
forgetting, by the world forgot. Eternal sunshine of
the spotless mind!" 

This bizarre brain procedure unassumingly takes
place in his own home as we travel through Joel's
mind with him erasing all evidence of having ever
met Clementine; the girl who caused him so much
pain. During the procedure he falls in love with her all
over again. We realize that, despite the bitter ending,
erasing her was even more painful because it was
erasing a large part of him. A majority of the movie
involves the desperate journey through Joel's emo-
tional layers discovering all the different ways he was
happy with Clementine. 

The end of the movie takes us back to the begin-
ning where Joel and Clementine discover that they
had been in a relationship together. They realize that
they would grow to hate each other. Clementine was
an emotional spaz and Joel was just boring.
Nonetheless, this ill-fitted couple accepts that maybe
their relationship was destined to fail, and simply say
"ok," smile and chose to do it all over again. 

The rest of the characters and the sub-plots are
strange but hit close to home. Everyone knows the
feeling of a painful breakup and trying to forget, but
in the end doesn't it just matter that part of you was
happy? At times I felt like I was watching an esoteric

novel, but the movie is disturbingly familiar and
hauntingly universal. 

Screenwriter Charlie Kaufman's slick storytelling
strategies have earned him more than one Oscar nom-
ination in the past. This movie will undoubtedly be no
exception. The script for this movie was inspired in
part by a conceptual art piece done by Pierre Bismuth
involving a card sent to someone informing him or
her that he or she has been erased from the sender's
memory. Kaufman recounts how as research for his
new film, he engaged in a memory observation exer-
cise where he recorded a dinner conversation with
him and his wife. The following day, they each wrote
their recollections of the previous night's conversa-
tion. Kaufman learned from that experience about the
subjective, non-perfect, non-linear and interactive
quality of memory. He notes that, "it's very hard for
me to reconstruct a conversation I had with someone
yesterday as dialogue. I can't do it. And you interact
with your memory. You comment on it as you're
remembering it... And that allowed me to come up
with the way [the main character] is able to interact
with his memory." This movie is a journey deep into
the human mind. We can all learn something from it.

Procrastination central: two movies, two ways to put off outlining

Without falling into the over-
done satire of Scary Movie
and Scream, Dawn expertly
walks the line between offer-
ing up serious scares and tak-
ing itself too seriously.

Kaufman's slick storytelling
strategies have earned him
more than one Oscar nomi-
nation in the past. This
movie will undoubtedly be
no exception.



by Laura Phillips, 3L
Law Weekly

Statistics recently revealed to me
by a source affiliated with the Office of
Career Services, speaking on the condi-
tion of anonymity, indicate that more
than one-third of the Law Center's 3Ls
don't have a job lined up for
next year, myself included.
Therefore, this week, Fashion
Torts presents Job Seekers'
Tips. 

Tip #1: Complain vocifer-
ously about the fact that
you've signed over the rights
to your soul to the Access
Group to the tune of $32,000 a
year in tuition alone for the privilege of
going to the 14th-ranked law school in
the United States, yet you do not have
a job. Share these complaints with any-
one who will listen: professors, fellow
students, your parents, your bikini
waxer. If given the opportunity to go
home and send some resumes, do not
seize it; rather, go to the Times and do
a few shots of Jameson's. It won't help
you find a job, but it will make the pain
of not having one seem a little hazy. 

Tip #2: Wait for the job to come to
you. After all, we go to Georgetown,
and we are owed legal jobs, regardless
of the state of the economy, our
G.P.A.'s, or the effort that we put into
the job search. There is no need to log
onto eAttorney once a day to see if
new, Georgetown-student-specific jobs
have been posted (or even be aware of
the existence of eAttorney). Don't go to
OCS and talk to your career counselor
about things you could do better to get
a job, such as contacting Law Center
alumni at local firms. It's a waste of

time to look on Westlaw or the Legal
Times for online job postings. And cer-
tainly don't use reciprocity with anoth-
er (perhaps lower-ranked) school to
pillage their job listings. If you're just
patient, Skadden will call you one
night during the Simpsons and offer
you a corner office. 

Tip #3: If you decide not
to follow Tip #2 and you do
send out resumes, make sure
you just do a mail-merge and
send the same cover letter to
every firm. Law firms, and
particularly small firms, don't
appreciate it when you reveal
that you know what type of
law they practice and why

you are interested in that particular
firm. They also don't like having letters
addressed to them personally -- "Dear
Hiring Partner" will do. 

Tip #4: Even better, just send
everything by email. It shows that you
care. 

Tip #5: For those students who do
have jobs, repeatedly ask everyone you
see what they're doing next year. Make
sure your friends without jobs (again,
more than one third of the graduating
class) know that next year, you're plan-
ning on buying an apartment, a BMW
and nothing but Prada shoes. 

Tip #6: If all else fails, consider
other opportunities. The financial ben-
efits of an international drug smug-
gling ring or internet pornography
administration should not be ignored.
For a little excitement, consider the fun
in being a ninja or beachcomber. There
is money to be made in the organ-sell-
ing-on-the-black-market arena.

Tip #7: Encourage me to follow my
own advice (see Tips 1-4).
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Dear Heat: My ex-girlfriend and I
have remained friends since we broke
up. She called me last week and said
that she misses me -- she says that all the
time. I didn't make a big deal about it.
I'm open with the fact that I've been dat-
ing -- we agreed that it's important to be
honest if we are to remain friends. But
since we talked last week she won't
answer my calls or e-mails. What's
going on? Perplexed in Patent Law

Perplexed,  Women are excellent at
ambiguity. They have an uncanny
knack for saying what they mean in lan-
guage broad enough to mean lots of
other things too. Why they do it remains
a mystery to me. But men, more
straightforward creatures by nature,
tend hear exactly what they are listen-
ing for when a lady speaks. So when a
girl means, "No, I will not ever date you,
you fat slob," and says, "I'm sorry, I can't
go out Friday," a man tends to think to
himself, "outstanding -- she has a con-
flict this weekend, but she's definitely
interested. If I keep hanging around, I
can finally have sex with her." This
female aptitude for uncertainty makes
for decent short term diplomacy and
catastrophic communication break-
downs in the end. You, my friend, are a
victim of a situation you did not create -
- and for which you will be blamed. She
is throwing a temper tantrum because
you didn't hear "I require you to crawl
back to me now" when she said "I miss
you." Unfair? Absolutely. And there's
no reasoning with her until she calms
down. You need an ex-girlfriend to help
pick out matching clothes and to listen
to you whine about your present girl-
friend, so you don't want to get rid of
her altogether. Your best bet is to weath-
er the storm and let her yell at you a lit-
tle bit. Ignore what you can, take the rest
in the shoulder, and you'll be back to
buddies in no time. Liberate your mind,
Logan

Dear Friendly: If you guys didn't
have any downtime between the break-
up and the friend-status, the friendship
is probably just a not-so-cleverly-dis-
guised beam of hope for your ex. It is
great that you are okay with being
friends. However, if how much she
misses you is such a frequent discussion
topic, obviously she is not as “over it” as
you claim to be. An interesting question
occurs to me: what are your motivations
for looking to maintain such a close
friendship with her? Several options
come to mind: 1) You are not really over
her -- in which case the only problem is
getting her to call back so that the rest of
your blissful life together can begin
(again). 2) You are over it but your ego
gets a kick out of stringing her along
and hearing how much she "misses
you" -- in which case, you need to leave
her alone to get on with her life, and
examine the self esteem issues that
abound the situation. 3) You are over it
but still care about this girl -- in which
case, the best thing is to step back and
give her time -- it's entirely possible that
you guys can be friends in the future,
but it's important for her to have some
time to move on. Chances are she is
using your closeness as a crutch to justi-
fy not putting herself out there again. If
you really care about her, you'll give her
the time she needs and be there for her
when she's ready. Heck, maybe she has-
n't responded to your calls because she
figured that out for herself and is doing
the distancing for you. Whatever the
case may be, good luck! Love, Lucy

Get your creative juices flowing.  Submit your caption for the picture
below to the Law Weekly at laweekly@bulldog.georgetown.edu.  The best
responses will be published in next week’s Law Weekly. 

The Laws of Love
by Logan & Lucy

The Quotable...
"Two-year olds know what the word 'no' means." - Student 
"Not mine." - The Quotable Neal Katyal

"I'm firing on all cylinders today.  It must be the joy of getting people drunk
for a good cause." - The Quotable Heidi Li Feldman

"If you are the person standing there while genocide is being committed say-
ing 'You go, girl!' you are abetting." - The Quotable David Luban

"Why might a defendant default?  Maybe he's already gotten to Brazil." - The
Quotable Charles Abernathy

Fashion Torts Moves On:
Advice For The Fashionably Unemployed

This week's horoscopes are
brought to you by the funny things pro-
fessors have said in class and the num-
ber 3.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Why did the rulemakers write it

this way? Bad weed is the only explana-
tion I can think of. But that doesn't
mean you should be high for your
exams.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) 
Your private life should stay pri-

vate, unless you go on one of those
reality shows. The email list you've been
sending out about your love life has got
to stop.

Gemini (May 21 - June 21)
The stars know we want to give

peace a chance, but can't we give
International Shoe a chance?

Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
Telling your friends they ought to

study may make you feel like a complete
fraud. Do it anyway.

Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
All of life is a crapshoot. Put it on

the pass line and let it roll! 

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
You will remember this semester's

grades, and be repulsed.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
Law school is like Joe Millionaire.

Sometimes you've got to have personal-
ity to make it to the top of the class.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 21)
When the professor has a beer

before grading the exams, the exams
look better to him. When you have a
beer before writing the exam, it will
look worse.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) 
Don't give up on law school now.

Being an ex-lawyer is like being a lapsed
Catholic -- you still have the guilt.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Torts cases often don't have happy

endings. When things go bad, just
remember that at least you're not in the
casebook! 

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) 
Being a tort litigator is always a

lucrative job option. There are a lot of
nasty, vengeful people in the world, and
some of them have money to burn.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
You could learn not to offend any-

one, but that would be no fun. And at
least you know who likes you by who
doesn't get offended.

Horoscopes by the stellar Jenny
Cieplak, 2L.

CYODC: Create your own darn caption

Universal
Law

Heat on the Hill

Need love advice? 
Ask Lucy and Logan 

laweekly@bulldog.georgetown.edu
Confidentiality guaranteed!

Please Note:  Advice columns are intended for
amusement purposes only.  Some question scenar-
ios are fictitious, and written by members of the

Law Weekly staff. Photo by Holly Eaton
Donald Sherman, 1L, participates in Home Court festivities.



Before you read this go back and
be sure you read my name.  It's there
to be read, and I don't see any need to
separate what I say from who I am.
Unfortunately, many of my fellow
students don't feel the same way.

Over the past couple weeks the
Law Weekly has been inundated with
mail, including several from people
who not only wished to remain
anonymous, but who also dared us to
print their letters at the same time.
While our editor-in-chief has already
addressed the Law Weekly ‘s stance on
such letters, I have a further question
for these nameless.  Why?

There are three types of people
who write anonymously.  The first
group doesn't want to be associated
with their writing because it contains
sensitive information that could
cause harm to themselves or their
friends and family.  This group
includes employees talking about
their employers, victims of certain
crimes and people in positions where
their views are violently hated.  I
support these people's need for
anonymity without hesitation.

The second group doesn't want
others to know who wrote their poor-
ly developed arguments.  They know

their writing won't hold up to criti-
cism and they wish to avoid the back-
lash.  I support these people in being
anonymous because it lets me know
to ignore what they are saying and
not waste my time.

The third group I just don't
understand. These people make intel-
ligent, insightful comments and sup-
port their arguments with facts.
They obviously care about, and have
thought through, their subject mat-
ter. They exist within a group of peo-
ple who are their peers, who respect
the sharing of ideas (for the most
part). Still, these people feel the need
to remain anonymous.  So here again
is my question: Why?

The only effect of being anony-
mous for this group of people is to
weaken the arguments they make.  If
a person doesn't believe in their argu-
ment enough to put their name
behind it, what is the chance that I
will be convinced?  It adds an aster-
isk to every sentence. "* Warning:
these arguments are the product of
someone who doesn't even want to
be personally associated with them."

I get enough spam in my email
account. There's not much difference
here:  I don't know who it's from, I
don't know what they really are try-
ing to accomplish, any response I
could make is misdirected and never
gets back to the initiating entity.  I
throw it in the trash without a second

thought.
Is that how you want your argu-

ments to be handled?  If so, why did
you bother to make the argument?  If
not, why did you not want to be asso-
ciated with your own ideas?  Why the
hesitation to take responsibility for
your own words?

Many of us are going to leave this
school and enter into an occupation
where our every interaction will be
recorded. Emails are saved.  Written
documents are preserved for all time.
Arguments made are transcribed,
recorded and poured over by future
students and lawyers.  This is our
future. This is what we are choosing
to do. If you can't handle putting
your name on a letter to the newspa-
per, how will you feel about putting
your name on a document that could
determine someone's livelihood?

It's time to step up and take
responsibility for your own words.
No one expects you to be perfect.
Everyone understands that some-
times things you say will be less than
the perfect ideal you hold in your
mind. Nobody who is honest with
themselves feels they are immune to
making mistakes or saying things
that will be misunderstood.  

Be brave. Be strong. Some may
attack your arguments, but others
will join you. You are not alone.  Step
out, speak out, and put your name on
it.

by Kevin Mittler

Anonymity Anonymous: a call for names
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Every day, as I open my instant
messaging programs and internet
explorer, I am faced with headlines
which cause me to take pause. Early
last week, it was a headline regard-
ing Deanna Laney. Laney is current-
ly on trial for the murder of two of
her three children and the attempted
murder of the third. I don't know
how many people know the story of
Deanna Laney, the woman who
stoned her three children. I didn't.
You see, it isn't that I am unin-
formed, it is just getting hard to
keep up these days. "Oh right, the
mother who murdered her children"
won't even cut it anymore because
then we could be discussing Andrea
Yates or Susan Smith. Perhaps there
is a deeper cutting issue behind
these women who have murdered
their children -- to me, a crime far
worse than any crime perpetrated by
a stranger. The abuse of children is
often saddening, and I despair any
time I hear of a disappearance or of
any circumstance of neglect, but the
murder of one's own children? It is a
crime I cannot even fathom.

Laney, like Yates, is claiming
insanity. God wanted her to kill her
children; she was compelled to do
so. She tells the 911 operator of
Smith County, "I just did what I had
to do." Now she knows that God
wasn't telling her squat; she was just
nuts. The about face bothers me on
many levels. First, if God is telling
people to kill other people, my
qualms with religion have risen

beyond repair. As a child, I was
raised on stories by my grandfather
of his experiences as a survivor of
the Armenian Genocide, stories of
religious zealotry and dictates
which he believed led to the slaugh-
ter of his people. Killing in the name
of religion, be it large scale or within
the nucleus of one's own family, is
contrary to the very tenets of most of
the world's religions. If you "hear
God" telling you to kill your babies,
I would suggest responding with a
resounding "no." But no one thinks
God told her to kill her children, not
even Deanna Laney, at least not any-
more.

Second, and to me the greater
issue, is that of sanity. It is scary to
think of a world where mothers are
killing their children, husbands are
murdering their pregnant wives,
babies are being found in dumpsters
and children are disappearing with-
out a trace. It is scarier than watch-
ing Joan Rivers give fashion advice.
Scary because it exists with such
prevalence. Scary because THIS is
America, home of the brave, and the
insanity defense tests the patience of
a nation. Though it must certainly
pacify those who do not want to see
remorseful mothers put to death,
others believe that accepting such
lapses of judgment, moments of
sickness or even consistent derange-
ment do nothing to diminish the
brutality of the act. For these people,
the judicial system is punitive and
these are crimes that must not go
unpunished. 

Deanna Laney may have stoned
her two children to death and
severely injured the third because
she thought God was speaking to

her, but if she did, she had kept to
herself a history of mental illness
that vanished as quickly as it
appeared. As her trial continues,
however, she shows signs of
remorse and guilt, making her
noticeably improved from her men-
tal state just under a year ago. Do
these signs mean she was once
insane and now is not? Perhaps she
has exceptional skills in self-healing-
- too bad she wasn't able to do it in
time to save her children. How
would we ever know for sure if she
ever was really insane? Better ques-
tion yet, does it really matter?

I have come to see myself as a
terrible liberal. In that darned bleed-
ing heart of mine; there is no stop
keg. But, when I hear the story of
Deanna Laney, I do not think "poor
woman" -- no, not even for a
moment. I think of the real survivor
in this story, Deanna's son Aaron,
who was 14 months old at the time
of the stoning. Aaron, who has per-
manent injuries as a result of his
mother's unsuccessful attempt to kill
him along with 8-year-old Joshua
and 6-year-old Luke. My heart aches
for Aaron Laney. His life was tested
so greatly at such a small age. When
I think of Aaron, his future and the
past he will never escape, I become
resolute. Deanna Laney is a murder-
er first, and a mother last. As a soci-
ety, we must now "do what we have
to do" and condemn Deanna Laney
for acting in gross violation of the
laws of our land and the values of
our nation. Does doing so mean
neglecting the needs of the mentally
ill? Perhaps, if the mentally ill are
killing other people. And I, for one,
see no problem with that.

Mothers killing in the name of insanity 
by Amy Messigian



On the 18th of February 2004, over
60 scientists -- including leading Nobel
laureates, leading medical experts, for-
mer federal agency directors, and uni-
versity chairs and presidents -- voiced
their concern over the misuse of sci-
ence by the Bush administration.

The declaration of February 18th
signals a distress in the scientific com-
munity over the fall of science from its
sacrosanct place of universality, objec-
tivity and neutrality. As we set out to
show, the present administration
seems actively and effectively render-
ing good science into a state of inva-
lidity through a determined series of
maneuvers that undermine the very
core of scientific endeavor.

Climate Change:
Controversizing the
Uncontroversial

Perhaps most dramatically repre-
sented by its rejection of the Kyoto
Protocol -- a multilateral agreement
aimed at curtailing carbon emissions -
- the Bush administration has consis-
tently dismissed years of accumulated
evidence that convincingly point
towards the adverse climatic effects of
industrial activities. In the first year of
the present administration, the
National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
was called on to review the available
data regarding climate change and the
contribution of mankind to global
warming. The resultant report reveals
a recent trend towards warmer aver-
age global temperatures, largely
caused by the emission of greenhouse
gases through the combustion of fossil
fuels. However, the White House
informs us that simply because the
vast majority of scientists agree does
not mean that consensus has been
reached.

Support from special interest
groups has created a false impression
of uncertainty. Far from acknowledg-
ing the conclusions reached by the
majority of experts, including U.S. sci-
entific institutions, the administration
proclaims that uncertainty about the
relevance of human activities in cli-
mate change remains impossibly
large, and consequently any policy
regulating greenhouse gas emissions
lacks justification. 

This perceived uncertainty stems
from a single published review of
cherry-picked data. The review,
authored by Sallie Baliunas and Willie
Soon (both scientists at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics),
and underwritten by the American
Petroleum Institute, is frequently cited
by opponents of greenhouse emission
control and by supporters of the White
House policies, despite having been
contested and criticized repeatedly sci-
entific literature. By overlooking
results derived from decades of
research and focusing only on those
that support its political agenda--or
that of the oil industry--the Bush
administration has manipulated the
process of scientific debate at the

expense of common public interest.
The suppression of data on cli-

mate change has been a continuing
effort of the present administration. In
September 2002 the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) was asked
by the White House to remove an
entire section on climate change from
their annual air pollution report.
White House officials, not scientists,
attempted to alter the 2003 EPA
Report on the Environment by intro-
ducing qualifiers that added fabricat-
ed uncertainty to well established
facts. The scientific staff at the EPA
opted for withdrawal of the section in
question, rather than risking portray-
ing false uncertainty and compromis-
ing scientific integrity. It was in part
this attempt by the administration at
manipulating the scientific process
within a federal agency that lead to the
resignation of the EPA director
Christine Todd Whitman.

The scientific data available calls
for strong and immediate measures to
counter global warming. Yet the
administration, reminiscent of the
tobacco industry in the controversy
surrounding the health effects of
smoking cigarettes, has preferred to
rely on fictitious uncertainty to pro-
pose policy that delays regulation. In
July 2003 the White House announced
a 10-year strategic plan for its Climate
Change Program. Basically, all this
plan says is that there is too much
uncertainty, and that more research is
needed. So, for ten more years, major
polluting industries will go unregulat-
ed until more “certainty” about cli-
mate change is attained. The disagree-
ment among scientists, if any, lies in
the technical details about the conse-
quences of global warming, rather
than on its reality.  It should be noted
that the tobacco industries' suppres-
sion and manipulation of science was
finally exposed and recognized for
what it was in the mid-1990s: conspir-
acy and racketeering.

The White House has refused to
accept the reality of global warming
and its concomitant ramifications for
global demographics and resource dis-
tribution even when identified by the
Pentagon as a significant threat to
national security. Such were the con-
clusions of a recent report commis-
sioned by the influential defense advi-
sor Andrew Marshall, and suppressed
for four months by the Bush adminis-
tration.  The report was leaked in late
February to the UK newspaper The
Observer, and although the story was
reproduced in several international
newspapers and alternative news
servers, none of the major U.S. news-
papers -- in fact, no U.S. newspaper at
all except for the Kansas Morning Star -
- had reported it within three days of
its original appearance. 

The Bush administration has to
this date still not acknowledged the
Pentagon-commissioned report. Far
from it, the White House is requesting
exemptions to the Montreal Protocol
on the release of methyl bromide, the
most powerful ozone-depleting chem-
ical still in widespread use.

Help Wanted - No Prior
Experience Necessary:
Politicians for Scientific
Positions

Traditionally, the federal govern-
ment has avoided overt political bias

by relying on the nominations of
agency staff who in conjunction with
independent outside advice, support
candidates recognized for their scien-
tific expertise and reputation as lead-
ers in their fields. The current admin-
istration, however, has repeatedly
selected candidates with questionable
credentials for advisory positions,
favoring candidates put forward by
industry lobbyists over those recom-
mended by its own federal agencies.
Needless to say, executives from these
industries are often large campaign
contributors.

Representative examples of the
above include: (i) the rejection of staff-
selected nominees for an Advisory
Committee on Childhood Lead
Poisoning Prevention by Tommy
Thompson, secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS) - instead, he
selected five individuals, all distin-
guished by the their opposition to the
tightening of the federal lead poison-
ing standard; (ii) the appointment of
Dr. W. David Hager, an obstetrician-
gynecologist with scant credentials
and highly partisan political views, to
the FDA Reproductive Health
Advisory Committee. Dr. Hager's
refusal to prescribe contraceptives to
unmarried women perhaps best eluci-
dates his suitability for a leading staff
position on a committee that advises
on issues such abortion, contracep-
tives, and hormone replacement thera-
py.

The Environment: Now you
see it, now you don't

Species Nearing Extinction

The status of small populations of
species suspected of being threatened
with extinction is commonly assessed
using mathematical population mod-
eling. The administration has actively
fought in court to circumvent the use
of this technique, and has supported
numerous amendments to the
Endangered Species Act that would
make it harder to list threatened
species. Since 2001, only 25 new
species (the lowest since the act was
implemented in 1967) have come to be
listed under the act; every single one
was listed by court order.

Forest Management

The “Sierra Nevada Framework”
is the name given to a $12 million for-
est management plan, devised by over
100 scientists from academia and the
Forest Service over the course of nine
years. The plan was adopted by the
Clinton Administration in 2001, and
was hailed by experts as an exemplary
use of credible science in forest policy.
The Bush administration is proposing
changes that may triple harvest levels
over the first 10 years of the plan. A
scientific review panel recently found
that the revisions "fail to consider key
scientific information regarding fire,
impacts on forest health, and endan-

gered species".

Health

Sexual Abstinence

Policies of sexual abstinence were
implemented in several African coun-
tries in the late 80s, all with a remark-
ably consistent and well-documented
lack of success. The American Medical
Association, the American Academy
of Pediatrics, the American Public
Health Association and the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists all support comprehen-
sive sex education programs that pro-
vide adolescents with information on
how to protect themselves against
STDs. During President Bush's 1995-
2000 tenure as governor of Texas, the
“abstinence-only” state ranked last in
the nation in the decline of teen birth
rates among 15- to 17- year-old-
females. Indeed, there is little dis-
agreement among experts that, far
from reducing unwanted pregnancies,
abstinence-only programs actually
"may increase pregnancies in partners
of male participants."

Mercury

Mercury is widely identified
as a potent neurotoxin, impairing nor-
mal neurological development in chil-
dren exposed to it at high levels.  Coal-
fueled utility plants are the largest
releasers of mercury to the atmos-
phere. Ignoring all available data and
opposition from the medical and envi-
ronmental fields, The EPA and the
Bush Administration have put forth a
proposal downgrading the pollutant
classification of mercury and present-
ing an inadequate plan for reducing
mercury emissions.

Science, like any other academic
discipline, rests on a foundation of
trust. Our work is built on the pillars
erected by those before us, and on
their soundness we depend.
Falsification, fabrication and disregard
are the loose bricks that can collapse
years of effort and resources. When it
comes to issues directly affecting
national and global welfare - such as
climate, healthcare and the environ-
ment - scientists become especially
obligated to safeguard the public and
government with authoritative judg-
ment and information of the very
highest quality and integrity.  Thus,
more than just scientists may have rea-
son for alarm.

Tarek Maassarani is a 2L.  Jelte
Harnmeijer, Nick Pinel, and Bonnie
Chang are PhD candidates at the
University of Washington's Center for
Astrobiology and Early Earth Evolution,
and Department of Earth and Space
Sciences; Center for Astrobiology and
Early Earth Evolution, and Department of
Microbiology; and School of
Oceanography respectively.
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